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Mattes' recommendations became the basis for the development
of the site undertaken in 1958 and completed in 1962. The north
barracks was gutted and the visitor center installed.

The west end

of the building was filled in with cement blocks (see Illus. 8 ) , and
the north wall of the building partially reconstructed in stone to
show that the remaining portion of the building is just a fragment of
a larger structure.

The stockade was also partially reconstructed

along the lines suggested by Mattes. The size of the site remained
roughly synonymous with the perimeter of the stockade, the parcel of
land acquired between 1921 and 1939.
Since these steps were taken a few other additions have been
made to the site.

Concrete steps were installed to the west of the

southwest blockhouse.

A privy was built near the bluff to the south

and east of this blockhouse, and a fence was erected along the bluff
above the quarry.

(See Illus. 9.)

These additions were made after

the site was dedicated as a preserve in 1968.

Planning Concept A
Due consideration should be given to keeping the site as it is.
The 3 historic buildings--the southwest blockhouse, the powder magazine,
and the north barracks--have been well-preserved.

The ruins and the

foundations of the other buildings are interesting examples of the
interpretation of an archaeological site.

The partially reconstructed

walls and stockade give the visitor a sense of the space within the
fort.
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There are some distinct advantages to maintaining the status
quo at Fort Atkinson State Monument Preserve. With no substantial
changes at the site, the present level of maintenance could continue
with little increase in cost.
expenditures at the site.

There would be no need for new capital

Under the act establishing the state preserves

system, it should be noted, a preserve by definition is "put to its
highest, best, and most important use for public benefit."

3

At the present time, there are some problems at the site that
ought to be recognized, too.

Perhaps the most significant problem at

this time is that less than half the site of the historic fort is
preserved.

Ten buildings of the fort were located within the bounds

of the present preserve while 14 buildings once stood outside the
stockade.

The sites of these buildings are now in private hands.

A second major problem concerns historical accuracy.

The

reconstruction of the stockade not only ignored the original methods
of construction, which under the circumstances is understandable, but
also ignored the appearance of the original stockade, which is not.
The visitor may indeed get a sense of the size and spatial arrangement
of the interior of the fort, but he or she must also get an inaccurate
notion of what the stockade looked like, indeed what the whole fort
looked like in terms of size in the 1840s. The roof of the north
barracks is another problem in historical accuracy.

Lt. Reynolds'

1842 drawing (see Illus. 7) clearly indicates an overhang on the south
side of the building creating a covering for the second story porch.

ILLUS. 8 WEST END OF NORTH BARRACKS

ILLUS. 9

SOUTHWEST BLOCKHOUSE
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A third major problem with the site are the intrusions on the
historic scene.

The Conservation Commission endorsed the removal of

intrusions on the historic scene at Ft. Atkinson when it removed the
two stone buildings in the late 1950s following the recommendations
of Mattes.

The chain link fence along the bluff, the concrete steps,

and the privy near the southwest blockhouse are similar intrusions
and would be better removed.

The privy should be relocated.

In the

case of the steps and the fence, the site existed quite nicely without
them for over 130 years. The unfortunate use of concrete blocks to
fill in the west end of the north barracks should be considered a
distortion of the way the building looked in the 1840s, and therefore
an intrusion on the historic scene.
The final major problem with the site at the present concerns
the interpretation of the site.

The signs now used at each building

simply identify the building and give its dimensions.

The visitor

gets no sense of the activities that occurred within its walls.

Far

more significant are the limitations of the present visitor center
in the north barracks.

The building lacks the necessary space for

telling the story of the fort in an interesting and effective way.
The way the center is now divided it is impossible for people who
cannot climb stairs to see half of the exhibits.
Concept A:

Recommendations

A commitment to the preservation of the site as it is precludes
the acquisition of the complete historic site.

Short of an outright

gift of that land to the state, there is no way to acquire the sites
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of the buildings outside the stockade boundaries except by a capital
expenditure.

The problem of the historic inaccuracies of the stockade

reconstruction and the roof of the north barracks can be more readily
addressed.

Interpretive signs could be placed at the appropriate

places to indicate that the reconstructed roof and stockade do not
reflect the 1840s appearance of the fort, and the same signs could even
show how each structure might have looked.

The problem of the intru-

sions on the historic scene could be corrected by a small expenditure
of funds to remove or relocate each.

The west end of the barracks

could be faced with limestone to cover the concrete block.

The

limitations of the barracks as a visitor center must be endured if the
site is to be maintained in its present condition.

The displays and

exhibits now in the building might be reworked at a relatively low
cost.
If the site is to be maintained as it is at present, a minimum
recommendation must be that repair work be done on the powder magazine.
Some of the stones in the floor of this building have been dug up and
ought to be reset.

The eaves are rotting in the northeast corner of

the roof and ought to be replaced.
Planning Concept B
A second option to consider is the complete reconstruction of
Ft. Atkinson to its appearnace in the 1840s. The goal of such a recreation would be the education of the public concerning the role of
the military on the Iowa frontier.

The reconstruction of Ft. Atkinson
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would have two basic components:

the acquisition of the complete fort

site and the rebuilding of the structures that existed in the 1840s.
The only document in the National Archives pictorially locating
all the buildings at Ft. Atkinson in the 1840s is the drawing and
plat of the post by Lt. Reynolds.
as such.

(See Illus. 7.)

There are no plans

According to Reynolds' index and plat, there were 14 buildings

outside of the stockade.

All but 3 of these stood in a row about 100

feet from the north wall of the stockade.
buildings were:

From west to east these

3 laundresses huts; a carpentry shop; a blacksmith

shop; a bakehouse; a shed and stable for the quartermaster; a granary;
and 2 stables for Company B, 1st Dragoons. Of these only 3 were frame
buildings:
of logs.

the granary and the 2 dragoon stables.

The rest were made

Three buildings were not located along this row.

An addi-

tional log stable stood to the north and at right angles to the dragoon
stables.

Two other buildings were about 200 feet from the southeast

comer of the stockade.

One was a stone roothouse; the other was an

icehouse made of logs.
Lt. Reynolds' plat shows 10 buildings inside the stockade.
Starting from the southwest and moving clockwise around the post
these were:

the southwest blockhouse; officers' quarters; the sutler's

store; commissary stores; guardhouse; the combination dragoon barracks
and hospital; the northeast blockhouse; the combined officers' quarters
and commanding officer's quarters; the powder magazine; and an enlisted
men's barracks. Of these S were stone:

the north barracks, the

blockhouses, the powder magazine, and the combined officers' quarters
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and commanding officer's quarters.

Three were made of logs:

the

south barracks, the west officers' quarters, and the commissary stores.
The guardhouse and the sutler's store were frame buildings.
Of the total 24 buildings that made up the physical site of
Ft. Atkinson in the 1840s, only 3 presently stand and these are all
located within the boundaries of the stockade.

Only about one-third

of the north barracks still stands. One building on the grounds, the
northeast blockhouse, has been reconstructed.

To recreate the appearance

of the 1840s post, it would be necessary to reconstruct the remainder of
the north barracks and to reconstruct from the foundation up the
stockade and 20 buildings.
The best visual evidence we have of the architecture of the
buildings is Lt. Reynolds' drawing.

It should be noted that this was

done in 1842, 7 years before the post was abandoned and before a number
of significant changes were made in the buildings such as the addition
of kitchens and the lattice work on the porches of the officers'
quarters.

Extant photographs show the deterioration of one building,

the north barracks, and the southwest blockhouse.

(See Illus. 10-14.)

Two secondary sources exist for suggestions as to what the buildings
might have looked like and how they were constructed:

building manuals

of the time and extant buildings at contemporaneous military posts.
Before any reconstruction could take place, the sites of the
buildings outside the stockade would have to be identified and acquired.
Most of the outbuildings were probably located in what are now Blocks
20 and 21 of the town of Ft. Atkinson.

Actual location of the sites

would have to be determined by an archaeologist.

Some of this work

ILLUS. 10 NORTH BARRACKS

ILLUS.

11

NORTH BARRACKS

ILLUS. 12

SOUTHWEST BLOCKHOUSE

ILLUS. 13

NORTH BARRACKS
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has already been done. The Office of the State Archaeologist conducted
preliminary investigations of these outbuildings in 1966 uncovering the
remains of the bakehouse.

Similar work would have to be done on the

other 13 buildings outside the stockade.
The reconstruction of Ft. Atkinson would create a site that would
better lend itself to the "living history" method of interpretation.
A staff of about 10 to 15 interpreters dressed in period costume and
playing the "role" of a civilian laborer, a soldier, or a laundress
could be on hand at the reconstructed site to give visitors an idea of
what life might have been like at Ft. Atkinson in the 1840s. Since
much of the activity at the post went on outside the stockade in work
areas like the laundresses' huts, the carpentry shop, and the stables,
it would be essential for these areas to be reconstructed for the
living history method of interpretation to be accurate and most effective.

This method of interpretation has been used successfully at

the reconstruction of Ft. Snelling in St. Paul, at Ft. Wayne in
Detroit, and at the recreation of Ft. Wayne in Ft. Wayne, Indiana
among other historic forts and sites.

Concept B:

Recommendations

There are some distinct advantages and disadvantages with the
concept of acquiring the complete site of Ft. Atkinson and the reconstruction of the fort buildings.

Among the issues that must be taken

into consideration are the question of the viability of an historically
accurate reconstruction, the question of continued preserve status for
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the site, the issue of the most effective interpretation of the site,
and finally the issue of the cost of reconstruction.
The question of the historical accuracy of a reconstruction of
Ft. Atkinson is a matter of debate.

Unfortunately, there are no

detailed plans of the post in the National Archives, but this is a
common situation for pre-Civil War forts. The construction of most
posts was the responsibility of the Quartermaster's Department and
the appearance of the buildings was often left to the discretion of
the quartermaster at the site and his commanding officer as in the
case of Ft. Atkinson.

A fragmentary sketch of the buildings can be

developed from the written historical record (see Part II) and from
the visual record left by Lt. Reynolds.

This evidence could be

augmented by study of extant buildings at contemporaneous forts such
as Ft. Wayne in Detroit, Ft. Gibson in Oklahoma, and Ft. Scott in
Kansas.

There are stone buildings at two of these sites, Ft. Gibson

and Ft. Wayne, and frame buildings at Ft. Scott. There is a bigger
problem with the log buildings, however.

Most of the buildings at

Ft. Atkinson were log and there is very little evidence about the
appearance of these structures.
Each building to be reconstructed should be researched in
depth in terms of both architecture and function.

In the case of the

buildings outside the stockade, this would include archaeological
investigations to locate the actual sites of the structures. All
historical reconstruction involves a certain amount of supposition
and conjecture.

Research into contemporary building methods and

ILLUS. 14

NORTH BARRACKS c. 1940

ILLUS. 15

NORTH BARRACKS, 1979
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other historical evidence for Ft. Atkinson can, at best, suggest what
the fort might have looked like.
The issue of the cost of reconstructing and staffing Ft.
Atkinson as a living history site ought to be studied in detail. The
cost of historical reconstruction, like all building costs, has
escalated rapidly in the last few years. The cost of reconstructing
4
Ft. Snelling, begun in the 1960s, was about 4 million dollars.
More
recently, the National Park Service proposed the partial reconstruction
of Ft. Union, North Dakota, an 1829 post consisting of a stockade, 2
blockhouses, and the commanding officer's quarters.
this reconstruction is 8.5 million dollars.

The estimate for

These are initial capital

outlays and do not reflect the cost of continuing maintenance on the
reconstructed buildings nor the cost of providing trained, costumed
interpreters, factors which must be taken into consideration.

The

cost of outfitting one interpreter, for example, as a soldier in
period dress can easily approach 2,000 dollars.
The acquisition of the sites of the outbuildings at Ft. Atkinson
is an important step in the preservation of the complete site and an
obvious concommitant of reconstruction of the buildings. The cost of
acquiring the land would be small in relation to the total cost of
reconstruction of the fort.

For example, the 1978 assessed valuation

of all property in Blocks 20 and 21 totaled 32,933 dollars. There
is one house on this land valued at 24,331 dollars; the rest of the
land is either vacant or used by a commercial nursery.

Once archaeo-

logical investigation has located the outbuildings, the land should be
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acquired.

Options for the first right of purchase should be acquired

on lands necessary as buffer zones. These should include land in
Blocks 8, 9, 22, and 33.

(See Map 4.)

The reconstruction of fort buildings calls into question the
issue of the continuation of preserve status for the site.

Fort

Atkinson State Monument Preserve is a geologic, archaeologic, and
historic preserve.

The reconstruction of the fort might seriously

jeopardize the geologic and archaeologic provinces of the site in
order to stress the historic element.

It might be necessary, for

example, to reopen the quarry to cut stone for the buildings unless a
similar limestone can be located elsewhere.

Perhaps more serious is

the destruction of valuable sites of archaeological interpretation
which necessarily would follow any reconstruction of the buildings.
The Fort Atkinson State Monument Preserve is an archaeological
preserve because of the ruins located there. Take away the ruins by
reconstructing buildings on them and this valuable resource is
destroyed forever.

If any reconstruction of the buildings is under-

taken, the preserve status of the site should be altered or eliminated
entirely.
Finally, the issue of the most effective interpretation of the
site must be addressed.

If the goal is the education of the public

about the role of the military on the frontier and daily life at the
fort, there is little evidence to suggest that a living history
interpretation at a reconstructed fort is necessarily the best
interpretation, the one that conveys the most information or the one
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that is most cost-effective.

Studies have shown that interpretive

exhibits and displays can be effective ways of communicating ideas
7
and concepts.
At Ft. Atkinson, improved exhibits and displays would
be a relatively low-cost way of up-grading the interpretation of the
site.

Given the relatively high-cost of reconstruction and low visitor

use (see Table 1) of the site at present it would appear that the
creation of a living history situation is not the most cost-effective
interpretation of Ft. Atkinson.

Planning Concept C
A third option to consider is the preservation of the complete
fort site and the improvement of the interpretation of the site with
better interpretive signs about the grounds and by means of exhibits
and displays in a new visitor center.

The goal of this concept is

the preservation of an important geologic, archaeologic, and historic
site within the preserves system and the education of the public
concerning the significance of the site.
The acquisition of Blocks 20 and 21 could be achieved relatively inexpensively and would result in the preservation of the sites
of most of the buildings outside the stockade at Ft. Atkinson.

This

land acquisition would be annexed to the present Fort Atkinson State
Monument Preserve to ensure the protection of these archaeologically
and historically significant sites. Options for the first right of
purchase should be acquired on land for buffer zones. These should
include land in Blocks 8, 9, 10, 22, and 33.

(See Map 4.)
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Intrusions on the historic scene should be removed where
possible.

This would include removing the chain link fence near the

quarry, removing the concrete steps below the southwest blockhouse,
replacing the privy with restroom facilities in the visitor center,
and facing the west end of the north barracks with limestone to cover
the concrete blocks.

The feasibility of removing other intrusions

encroaching on the historic scene such as houses and power lines
should be studied.
The interpretation of the site should be guided by the principle
that Fort Atkinson State Monument Preserve is significant geologically,
archaeologically, and historically.

Each of these provinces is

important to the full interpretation of the site.
plays would be constructed explaining each.

Exhibits and dis-

There would be exhibits

explaining the creation of the landforms of northeastern Iowa and
displays explaining the significance of the geologic type section to
the study of the earth with the Ft. Atkinson Limestone Member as an
example.

Exhibits with an archaeological theme would stress the

research conducted at the Ft. Atkinson site and the importance of
artifacts in the reconstruction of the human past.

Exhibits concerned

with the history of the military would stress the army's role in
effecting government Indian policy using Ft. Atkinson as a case study.
There would be exhibits explaining the routine of army life at a
frontier post like Ft. Atkinson as well.

These exhibits would be

housed in a new visitor center.
The purpose of a visitor center is to educate people about the
site, to orient them to the things they will see there, and to provide

ORIGINAL LAND PLAT
(WITH EXISTING LAND OWNERSHIP LINES)

FORT ATKINSON
HISTORIC

PRESERVE
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a place where they can find restrooms, a drink of water, and a place
to sit down after their trip to the site.

A narrated slide presenta-

tion would go a long way toward improving the interpretation of the
site.

The program would be about 8 to 10 minutes in length and ought

to prepare the visitor for touring the ruins and sites of buildings at
the fort. Artist's sketches of the different buildings would be mixed
with photographs to explain the activities that went on in selected
buildings.

A trained interpreter would be on hand in the visitor

center to greet visitors, to superintend the exhibits and provide
security, and to operate the automated slide show.

Brochures and

booklets would be available here giving further information about
Ft. Atkinson.

The interpretive program of exhibits and slide show

in the visitor center would prepare people for a self-guided tour of
the site.
The present interpretive signs on the grounds would be
replaced with metal-photo type signs on pedestals.
would be concrete shafts faced with limestone.

The pedestals

The metal-photo signs

would have a sketch of the particular building and text explaining its
function.

A similar marker would be used at the quarry.

Architecturally, the visitor center should be compatible with
the site. A modem frame or concrete block structure should have a
limestone facade, in keeping with the stone buildings of the fort.
A total of 2500 sq. ft. would be adequate for the building, including
restrooms, heating and cooling utilities, audio-visual area, and
lockable general storage. The visitor center would be located near
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the access road, First Street, in an area where parking can be provided
without damaging archaeological sites. A location in Blocks 10 or 22
might be best.

Concept C:

Recommendations

The acquisition of the sites of the outbuildings in Blocks 20
and 21 would be an important step in the preservation of the complete
site.

Ft. Atkinson has already been recognized as an area containing

features of significant geological, archaeological, and historical
value through the dedication of Fort Atkinson State Monument Preserve.
It is important that the complete site be preserved for future generations.

Blocks 20 and 21 could be acquired for relatively little

expense.

The 1978 assessed valuation of this land totaled $32,933.

The acquisition of this land would more than double the number of
building sites preserved from 10 to 21.
Studies should be undertaken to determine the feasibility of
removing intrusions on the historic scene.

Intrusions such as power

lines and poles, chain link fences, and the like obscure the historic
vista.

They tend to make the fort site look like a creation of the

20th century, which it of course is not.

The Conservation Commission

endorsed the idea of removing intrusions at Ft. Atkinson in the 1960s
when two buildings on the grounds were demolished on the recommendation
of historian Merrill Mattes. Burying utility lines, removing the
chain link fence, removing the concrete steps near the southwest
blockhouse, and facing the west end of the north barracks with limestone would be an extension of this idea.

A check of Lt. Reynolds'
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1842 plat seems to indicate that the present privy is located where
the original quarry at the site was opened.

It should be replaced

with restroom facilities in the visitor center.
The inadequacies of the present visitor center--poor location,
shortage of space, inaccessibility to the handicapped--would be
remedied by a new visitor center building located outside the fort
proper near the access road.

The most severe problem of the present

visitor center is the building it is located in.

It was designed to

be a barracks, not a visitor center, and consequently the exhibits
needed to tell the Ft. Atkinson story are forced into much too small
a space. The exhibits in the present building are so cramped that
the traffic flow is confused.

The exhibits on the second floor are

totally inaccessible to people confined to wheelchairs or to people
unable to climb stairs. A visitor center should introduce people to
the site and prepare them to tour it. The location of the present
visitor center in the north barracks makes this difficult.
The concept of the visitor center has proven effective in the
interpretation of historic forts and sites around the country.

At

Historic Ft. Wayne, Indiana, the visitor center is the first thing
the visitor comes into contact with.

Similarly, the visitor center

at Ft. Adams in Newport, Rhode Island, is located outside the fort
to prepare the visitor for his or her guided tour of the site.

At

Ft. Wayne in Detroit the visitor center is located adjacent to the
fort and the visitor must pass through it before entering the grounds
for a self-guided tour. Historic fort sites are not the only ones to
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use the visitor center concept.

The Wisconsin State Historical

Society prepares visitors to Villa Louis, a house museum at Prairie
du Chien, for touring the site in its visitor center.
The Concept C approach to Ft. Atkinson Monument Preserve would
improve the site in significant ways at relatively low cost. The
number of building sites preserved at Ft. Atkinson would be doubled.
Inclusion of these sites in the preserves system would ensure their
continued protection for generations to come.

A new visitor center

and new metal-photo interpretive signs would up-grade the present
interpretive program for educating the public about the geologic,
archaeologic, and historic significance of the site in a way that is
cost-effective.
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APPENDIX
Chronology
1825
19 Aug.

Treaty of 1825, negotiated at Prairie du Chien, among
United States, Sioux, Chippewa, Sauk & Fox, Menominee,
Ioway and Winnebago establishing boundaries between
tribal lands, including the Neutral Line from the
mouth of the Upper Iowa River to the second fork of the
Des Moines River separating the Sioux and the Sauk & Fox.

1830
15 July

1832
15 Sept.

1837
1 Nov.

Treaty of 1830, among the United States, Sioux, and Sauk
& Fox establishing two 20 mile wide strips on either side
of the Neutral Line to be known as the Neutral Ground.

Treaty of 1832, negotiated at Ft. Armstrong, between
United States and Winnebago, ceding all Winnebago land
south and east of the Wisconsin River and the Fox River
in exchange for a part of the Neutral Ground and $27,000
in annuities.

Treaty of 1837, negotiated at Washington, D.C., between
United States and Winnebago, ceding all Winnebago lands
east of the Mississippi, in exchange for payment of
tribal debts, erection of a gristmill, payment of
expenses incurred in removing to lands to be assigned
to them, and hunting rights on the Neutral Ground.

1839
1 Feb.

Bvt. Brig. Gen. G.M. Brooke reports to Brig. Gen. R.
Jones that Winnebago will not be removed from east of
the Mississippi except by force; requests reinforcements
for Fts. Crawford, Winnebago, and Howard.

1 Nov.

Sauk & Fox attack a hunting party of Winnebagoes on
Wapsipinicon killing 4 men, 6 women, and 10 children.

8 Nov.

Agent David Lowry reports attack to Gov. Dodge of
Wisconsin; requests government to intervene between
tribes to prevent war.

13 April

Gen. Henry Atkinson assigns Lt. J.H. Whipple, 5th Inf.,
duty to superintend construction of new barracks &
quarters on Red Cedar River.

1840
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1840 cont.
5 May

Gen. Atkinson reassigns Lt. Whipple to superintend
construction of barracks, quarters & defenses to be
established on Turkey River.

5 May

Capt. Isaac Lynde, commanding Co. F 5th Inf., leaves
Ft. Crawford and camps at Painted Rock.

18 May

Gen. Atkinson orders Lt. Whipple to discharge all
laborers hired to construct barracks since a more
temporary mode of construction will be built by the men
of Capt. Lynde's Co.

19 May

Gen. Atkinson reports to Sec. of War Poinsett his
promise to the Winnebago to construct a post on Turkey
River and his consternation over the Dept.'s change of
site from Red Cedar to the Des Moines; suggests Turkey
River site be temporary.

24 May

Capt. Lynde and Co. F leave Painted Rock and camp at the
ferry opposite Ft. Crawford.

28 May

Capt. Lynde and Co. F leave the ferry and proceed to
Turkey River.

31 May

Capt. Lynde and Co. F arrive at Turkey River and establish Camp Atkinson.

9 June

Gen. Atkinson orders Lt. Whipple to superintend the
construction of two-story log barracks, officers'
quarters and picketwork at site on Turkey River.

22 June

Gen. Atkinson reports to Gen. Jones that Winnebagoes
have been removed west of the Mississippi and that Gen.
G.M. Brooke is now in charge of the district; requests
approval of the Turkey River post.

22 July

Lt. Whipple reports to Quartermaster Gen. T.S. Jesup
that he hopes to have the buildings up by winter; the
officer's quarters are 120 ft. by 19 ft. with 6 rooms
on each floor and the foundation for the combined
soldier's quarters, sutler's store, and hospital is
laid out at 140 ft. by 20 ft.

30 July

Gen. Brooke reports to Gen. Atkinson the reluctance of
Winnebago bands led by Yellow Thunder, Little Soldier,
Dandy and others to cross the Mississippi to the Neutral
Ground.
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1840 cont.
19 Aug.

Q.M. Gen. T.S. Jesup informs Lt. Whipple that no Congressional appropriation has been made for the post on Turkey
River.

5 Sept.

Gen. Brooke suggests to Gen. Atkinson that Winnebagoes
be given their annuities at the new post to induce them
to cross the Mississippi.

7 Sept.

Gen. Brooke leaves Ft. Crawford with Col. Croghan to
inspect new post.

25 Oct.

Capt. Lynde reports his command now in quarters though
interiors not yet finished; requests name for the post
and a chaplain.

23 Jan.

Gov. Dodge reports to Commissioner of Indian Affairs
that 700 Winnebagoes have been removed to Turkey River.

26 Jan.

Capt. Lynde suggests using stone instead of wood to
construct post.

29 Jan.

Gen. Brooke recommends that Q.M. Gen. Jesup accept
Lynde's proposal for Cantonment Atkinson; requests a
company of Dragoons for the post.

1 March

Gen. Atkinson requests quarters and stables be built
at new post for the company of Dragoons.

5 March

Gen. Atkinson reports to Gen. Jones that he will station
a company of Infantry at the mouth of the Black River
to restrain Winnebagoes from returning to Wisconsin.

1 April

Gen. Atkinson orders Gen. Brooke to arrest the principal
men of bands that refuse to cross the Mississippi to
the Neutral Ground.

27 April

Maj. S. MacRee, Quartermaster at St. Louis,
with Augustus A. Blumenthal to quarry stone
"a Block of Stone Barracks at Fort Atkinson
ritory in a plain, substantial, workmanlike

6 June

Capt. Lynde requests permission from Maj. Gen. Jesup to
complete buildings begun last year; reports building for
hospital only partially floored and upper rooms plastered
on ceilings but not the walls.

1841

contracts
and put up
Iowa Termanner."
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1842
18 March

Lt. S. Hamilton reports to Maj. McRee that the sawmill
was extensively damaged during a Spring storm.

3 May

Capt. S.M. Plummer ordered to take charge of quartermaster's dept. at Fts. Atkinson and Crawford by Col.
Davenport; requests stoves for both posts.

14 June

Brig. Gen. Henry Atkinson dies at his home at Jefferson
Barracks of "billious dysentary."

16 June

Capt. Plummer reports to Q.M. Gen. Jesup that a block of
men's quarters remains to be finished, the second block
of officers' quarters still needs eight days' work, a
magazine and commissary are yet to be erected, a well
is still to be dug, and the blockhouses have only
temporary coverings.

18 June

Capt. J.H. Prentiss arrives on inspection tour § reports
that the stone block for officers is nearly ready, the
one for the men lacks a roof, the picketing is under
way, a small magazine needs to be built, and that 3 rooms
in the log barracks are used for a hospital.

20 June

Capt. Plummer writes Maj. McRee that the picketing is
1/3 complete.

8 July

Capt. Plummer reports to Q.M. Gen. Jesup that block of
officers' quarters are nearly done, block of soldiers'
quarters will be roofed in tomorrow, the commissary
store and the magazine are 2/3 up, the well is sunk 20
ft., and the picketing is 2/3 done; expects the work to
be completed by 15 Oct.

27 July

Col. George Croghan reports "It is mortifying to know
that upon this place and Fort Crawford more than fifty
thousand dollars have been unnecessarily expended
within the last five years."

28 July

Q.M. Gen. Jesup sends Capt. Plummer $5000 for the
erection of barracks, etc., and orders the cessation
of operations when this amount is exhausted.

8 Aug.

Capt. Plummer reports the arrival of another company of
Dragoons; 2nd block of officers' quarters will be
finished this week or next except for the plastering;
requests additional kitchens be built on officers'
quarters to relieve crowding caused by additional company
of Dragoons.
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1842 cont.
13 Aug.

Capt. Plummer reports to Q.M. Gen. Jesup the joiner work
on the 2nd officers' quarters completed, magazine to be
finished in 3 or 4 days, but railings around quarters
not finished.

6 Oct.

Lt. Hamilton reports to Q.M. Gen. Jesup that magazine
has been roofed and the interior completed, 180 ft. stable
for Dragoon horses completed, picket work finished, but
gates not yet hung, and old barracks have been plastered.

3 Dec.

Lt. Hamilton reports to Q.M. Gen. Jesup that the contract
for the well was withdrawn after contractor dug 72 feet
without finding water and the well will now be used as
a cistern; bridge over the Turkey River to be completed
in a few days.

1843
16 June

Lt. Hamilton reports to Q.M. Gen. Jesup that "the only
item which I can furnish any information is the Expenditure on account of the Shaft for well. . .As to the
Stables Granary magazine &c. they were all of them built
under the direction of other officers who having left
no records at the Post it is impossible for me to make
any Statement relative" to the cost.

6 Aug.

Lt. Hamilton reports to Q.M. Gen. Jesup that one of the
blockhouses is now roofed and the other is 3/4 done.

13 Oct.

Lt. Hamilton reports to Q.M. Gen. Jesup that since
Oct. 1842 a bridge has been constructed over Turkey
River, two blockhouses have been roofed, flag staff
erected, well made useful with 40 ft. of water, stairs
on exterior of the garrison house have been made uniform,
Venetian blinds fixed to officers' quarters, quarters
painted, railings put on porches, and hay scales erected.

1844
4 May

10 Oct.

Lt. J.H. Caldwell requests Q.M. Gen. Jesup to ask
appropriation from Congress for the amounts due for
construction of Fort Atkinson.
Lt. J.B. Plummer reports to Q.M. Gen. Jesup improvements
made at Ft. Atkinson between 22 May and 30 Sept. 1844:
one kitchen built for commanding officer, lattice work
for officers' quarters, frequent repairs to block of
log soldiers' quarters and to block of log officers'
quarters, 17 rooms painted, and doors made for slaughter
house, root cellar and company kitchen.
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1845
21 July

Lt. R. Dilworth requests Q.M. Gen. Jesup to clarify what
constitutes officers' quarters: "The Set of quarters at
this post consist of two rooms, one immediately above
the other. Every officer here who is entitled to 'two
rooms or quarters and one as kitchen' occupies four.
The lower rooms are used as kitchens, and should a
junior officer be compelled to occupy one room of the
four, a difficulty may arise as to which three constitute
a Captains Set."

9 Aug.

Col. Croghan reports buildings in good repair, but says
there will be a shortage of rooms should a Chaplain be
appointed for the post.

10 Aug.

Lt. Dilworth writes Q.M. Gen. Jesup suggesting additional
kitchens to bring the number of officers' quarters into
compliance with regulations; "There are at this post,
twelve Set of Officers quarters, consisting of two
rooms to the Sete."

30 Aug.

Sec. of War Henry Stanton writes Lt. Dilworth telling
him it is not "expedient to authorize the construction
of any additional buildings at Fort Atkinson."

29 July

Lt. P.R. Thompson ordered to muster volunteers for
service at Fort Atkinson and Fort Crawford then join
his company on the Santa Fe trail.

13 Oct.

Treaty of 1846, negotiated in Washington, between United
States and Winnebago, ceding title to Neutral Ground in
exchange for land north of the St. Peters River and
west of the Mississippi.

8 June

Removal of Winnebago to Minnesota begun.

30 July

Winnebago arrive at their new reservation.

24 Feb.

War Dept. orders abandonment of Ft. Atkinson.

1846

1848

1849
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